Retarded swarming motility in *Bacillus subtilis* NRS-762 and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* PRD-10
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Graphical abstract

**Short description:** Microbes activate sensory and effector mechanisms in search for food during nutritional stress. One such mechanism is swarming motility. Known as collective coordinated movement of microbes over solid surfaces, detailed mechanisms underlying the activation and coordination of movement between cells remain poorly understood. Observations of retarded swarming motility in *Bacillus subtilis* NRS-762 and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* PRD-10, on a variety of agar media, however, highlighted that the motility mode is not universally conserved in all strains of a species endowed with the capability. Hence, swarming motility may not be essential as a cellular differentiation pathway for mediating food foraging during nutritional stress, and other as-yet unknown triggers and functions may be associated with the motility mechanism.

**Abstract**

Coping with nutritional stress is essential for cell survival, of which many strategies at the cellular level lend support for ensuring the survival of the population at a particular habitat. One postulated mechanism is swarming motility in bacterial cells, where, upon depletion of nutrients at a locale, cells would coordinate their movement, synthesize more flagella, and secrete lubricants for moving rapidly across surfaces in search for food. Known to engage in swarming motility, *Bacillus subtilis* and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* are two common bacterial species with versatile metabolism that use the motility mode to colonize new habitats with more favourable environmental and nutritional conditions. However, experimental observations of bacteria growth on a variety of agar media revealed that *B. subtilis* NRS-762 (ATCC 8473) and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 (ATCC 15442)
exhibited retarded swarming motility upon entry into stationary phase on solid media. Specifically, *B. subtilis* NRS-762 colonies exhibited round, wrinkled morphologies compared to complex filamented swarming patterns common in strains able to engage in swarming motility. On the other hand, *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 colonies were round, mucoid, and expanded outwards from the colony centre without extending filaments from the centre; thereby, indicating retarded swarming motility. Thus, impaired cellular machinery for swarming motility or mutated and deleted genes likely account for observed retarded swarming motility in *B. subtilis* NRS-762 and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10. More importantly, observations of small filaments extending radially from an expanded colony of *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 grown on minimal salts medium supplemented with yeast extract highlighted possible loss of function of effector molecules that transmit cellular decision at swarming motility into movement, while sensory mechanisms feeding into the motility mechanism remained intact. More broadly, observations of impaired swarming motility in *B. subtilis* NRS-762 and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 in two species otherwise endowed with the motility mode highlighted that additional triggers for swarming motility are likely present, and the motility mode may have been evolutionary selected for other functions in addition to foraging for food in times of nutritional stress.
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### Highlights

1) Retarded swarming motility was observed in growth of *Bacillus subtilis* NRS-762 (ATCC 8473) and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* PRD-10 (ATCC 15442) on a variety of agar media.

2) Colonies of the two strains were round and did not exhibit characteristic swarming filaments typical of swarming motility, even after prolonged incubation.

3) Thus, absence of swarming motility in strains of bacterial species known to be endowed with the motility mode, thought to be important for food foraging in times of nutritional stress, highlighted that the motility mode may not be essential to survival of the species.

4) Additional as-yet unknown triggers and functions could be associated with swarming motility as an evolutionary selected motility mode.

5) Presence of retarded filaments radiating outward from round colonies of *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 during growth on minimal salts medium supplemented with yeast extract revealed that effector mechanism of swarming motility in the strain could be impaired, while sensory and decision-making mechanisms of the motility mode remained intact.
Introduction

Lack of nutrients in a habitat could usually prompt cellular differentiation for motility in search for food. Such motility could manifest in a number of ways, one of which is swarming motility. Specifically, swarming motility is the collective coordinated motion of cells in a directional manner over solid surfaces for colonizing new habitats, for example, in search of nutrients such as during nutrient starvation in stationary phase.

**Bacillus subtilis**, a common soil bacterium with a versatile metabolism and ability to inhabit diverse habitats is known to engage in swarming motility as a cellular differentiation programme in search of nutrients during nutritional stress. Upon activation of swarming motility, multiple flagella would be produced in a single cell. Bundled together, these flagella propel the bacterial cell forward on a surface lubricated by surfactant secreted by the swarming cells. Controlled by a sensory system that likely communicates with neighbouring cells, swarming motility typically result in complex patterns on solid medium upon entry of the culture into stationary phase. Many unknowns remain in the area of swarming motility research, such as the biophysical and biochemical underpinnings of the complex patterns on agar and their relation to cell-cell communications.

Similarly, another common bacterium, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, also engages in swarming motility when grown on a variety of rich complex media agar. Typically, transition to swarming motility happens upon nutrient depletion in the growth environment, where multiple flagella are synthesized and bundled together for motility in a directional manner guided by the search for nutrients. Lubricants for motility on agar surface were also secreted by the bacterium for facilitating rapid movement typical in swarming motility, where a collection of cells engage in coordinated movement. However, multiple aspects of the sensory and cellular decision-making effectors in swarming motility remain poorly understood.

While the species, *Bacillus subtilis*, is known to engage in swarming motility as a form of cellular differentiation, experimental results with the culture of *B. subtilis* NRS-762 (ATCC 8473) suggested that the strain could not engage in swarming motility during growth on various agar media. Specifically, no complex motility patterns were observed in culture of *B. subtilis* NRS-762 on agar, where such patterns are known to exist in culture of other *Bacillus subtilis* strains. Hence, *B. subtilis* NRS-762 exhibited retarded swarming motility that manifest as round, wrinkled colonies, which could be due to impaired genetics controlling the cellular differentiation programme such as the presence of mutated genes that led to ineffective gene products unable to partake in the sensory and control of the motility mode. Other studies have highlighted that most laboratory strains of *B. subtilis* do not exhibit swarming motility. Similarly, retarded swarming motility was also observed in *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* PRD-10 (ATCC 15442) given the lack of complex motility patterns during growth on LB Lennox and other solid media. Specifically, round,
wrinkled colonies of *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 were observed during growth on various agar media after the culture reached stationary phase.

Collectively, observations of retarded swarming motility in two strains of common bacteria, *B. subtilis* NRS-762, and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 suggested that the motility mode may not be absolutely conserved across all strains of a species; thereby, suggesting that the motility mode may not be evolutionary critical for rapid search of nutrients upon nutrient starvation. Hence, swarming motility as a complex motility mechanism might harbour other evolutionary underpinnings critical for as-yet unknown functions important for coping with environmental stressors such as nutrient depletion. Instead of using a rapid motility mode for searching more favourable habitats, observations of gradual outward growth of *B. subtilis* NRS-762 and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 colonies that led to colony expansion and colonization of more nutritional sources, suggested that swarming motility may have triggers other than nutritional stress.

**Materials and Methods**

*Materials*

Composition of media in [g/L], LB Lennox: Tryptone, 10.0; Yeast extract, 5.0; NaCl, 5.0;

LB Lennox agar: Tryptone, 10.0; Yeast extract, 5.0; NaCl, 5.0; Agar, 15.0;

MM1: D-Glucose, 4.0; NH₄Cl, 1.0; K₂HPO₄, 0.5; KH₂PO₄, 0.1; NaCl, 0.5; Agar, 15.0;

MM2: D-Glucose, 2.0; NH₄Cl, 0.5; K₂HPO₄, 0.5; KH₂PO₄, 0.1; NaCl, 0.5; MgSO₄·7H₂O, 1.0, Yeast extract, 1.0; Agar, 15.0;

MM3: D-Glucose, 2.0; NH₄Cl, 0.5; K₂HPO₄, 0.5; KH₂PO₄, 0.1; NaCl, 0.5; MgSO₄·7H₂O, 1.0, Yeast extract, 0.1; Agar, 15.0;

MM4: D-Glucose, 2.0; NH₄Cl, 0.5; K₂HPO₄, 0.5; KH₂PO₄, 0.1; NaCl, 0.5; MgSO₄·7H₂O, 1.0, Yeast extract, 0.5; Agar, 15.0;

*Culture of bacteria on solid media*

Glycerol stock cultures of *Bacillus subtilis* NRS-762 and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* PRD-10 were prepared in glycerol and stored at – 70 °C until use. Glycerol stock cultures of both bacterium were used in inoculating 100 mL of LB Lennox medium in 250 mL glass shake flasks as starter cultures, where *B. subtilis* NRS-762 was incubated at 30 °C and 230 rpm rotational shaking, and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 was incubated at 37 °C and 230 rpm rotational shaking. After 24 hours of incubation, the two respective cultures were used as seed cultures for inoculating different agar media via the streak plate method. Inoculated agar plates were incubated at 30 °C for *B. subtilis* NRS-762 and 37 °C for *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10.
Results and Discussion
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Figure 1: Growth of *Bacillus subtilis* NRS-762 on various agar at 30 °C. a) LB Lennox for 1 day of incubation, b) MM1 medium for 6 days of incubation, c) MM2 medium for 1 day of incubation, d) MM3 medium for 5 days of incubation, and e) MM4 medium for 1 day of incubation. Note the round, wrinkled colonies that did not exhibit complex swarming motility patterns upon entry into stationary phase.

Growth of *B. subtilis* NRS-762 on various agar media did not manifest in growth patterns suggestive of swarming motility (Figure 1). Specifically, round, wrinkled colonies were observed, even after multiple days of incubation on agar media; thus, swarming motility might be impaired in the strain. More importantly, the colonies grew by expanding outwards from the centre of the colony, which was not a rapid approach for nutrient search in times of nutritional stress such as stationary phase (Figure 2). Hence, swarming motility might not be important for helping the clonal population forage for nutrients in a nutrient depleted environment as conventional outward growth of colony could provide new sources of nutrients adjacent to the colony. Therefore, rapid search for new sources of nutrients as hypothesized for swarming motility might not be important for overall clonal population maintenance, which suggested that swarming motility might have as-yet unknown triggers and functions.

Figure 2: Growth of *B. subtilis* NRS-762 on LB Lennox agar at 30 °C, a) 12 hours of incubation, b) 24 hours of incubation. Note that the small round colonies at the end of the streak lines in a) expanded outwards into larger, round, wrinkled colonies that did not exhibit swarming motility at the end of 24 hours of incubation.
Figure 3: Growth of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* PRD-10 on various agar at 37 °C. a) LB Lennox for 2 days of incubation, b) MM1 medium for 2 days of incubation, c) MM2 medium for 2 days of incubation, d) MM3 medium for 5 days of incubation, and e) MM4 medium for 7 days of incubation.
Similar to the case for *B. subtilis* NRS-762, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* PRD-10 (ATCC 15442) was cultivated on a variety of agar media at 37 °C for different periods of time (Figure 3). All cultures reached stationary phase where there was depletion of nutrients, but no swarming motility was observed. Specifically, colonies were round, mucoid, and expanded in size from the colony centre with culture time (Figure 4). Such colony expansion did not require enhanced motility of the bacterium similar to that in swarming motility. On the other hand, evidence of retarded swarming motility could be seen in growth of *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 on MM4 medium, where after 7 days of incubation, filaments extended radially from the colony centre (Figure 3e). Such growth pattern resembled that of initial phases of swarming motility, but was not in sync with the cellular differentiation pathway that typically manifest in complex motility patterns. Thus, retarded swarming motility was exhibited by *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 that suggested that effector molecules that translate cellular decisions of swarming motility into movement did not function normally, while cellular apparatus that translates sensory information about nutritional stress into cellular decision for swarming motility likely remained intact.

![Figure 4: Growth of *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 on MM3 minimal salts medium supplemented with yeast extract at 37 °C, a) after 1 day of incubation, b) after 5 days of incubation. Note that colonies expanded in size from the colony centre, and did not exhibit swarming motility.](https://doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.26914v1)

Taken together, both *B. subtilis* NRS-762 and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 exhibited retarded swarming motility during growth on a variety of agar media, where observations revealed round, wrinkled colonies for *B. subtilis* NRS-762, and round, mucoid colonies for *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 even after several days of incubation. *B. subtilis* NRS-762 and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 colonies expanded from the centre of the colony outwards; thereby, suggesting that swarming motility present in many strains of the two species were arrested in the two specific strains used in this study due possibly to genetic impairment of the motility pathway. Observations of the growth behaviour of *B. subtilis* NRS-762 and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 also suggested that swarming motility’s role may not be solely for rapid motility in search for nutritional sources during nutrient depletion. More importantly, as-yet unknown triggers or stressors may evoke swarming motility in bacterial species endowed with the cellular differentiation pathway. *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10,
however, offers an interesting look into possible loss of function in effector molecules of swarming motility that translates the cellular decision to enter the differentiation pathway into cell movement, while the sensory and control system supporting swarming motility decision-making remained intact.

Conclusions

Swarming motility is known as a bacterial motility mode supporting the acquisition of nutrients in new habitats when nutritional stress sets in. However, observations of retarded swarming motility in two strains of bacteria belonging to species known to engage in the motility mode upon entry into stationary phase highlighted that evolutionary forces that have selected swarming motility as a survival motility mechanism may have chosen other triggers that, together, feeds into the cellular decision matrix for the differentiation pathway. In essence, the primary role of swarming motility may not be in searching for new habitats with more favourable environmental and nutritional conditions. Rather, the motility mode could be a form of self-defense against other species that manifested in the rapid colonization of more habitats upon reaching a threshold population such as that during stationary phase. Both *B. subtilis* NRS-762 and *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10 exhibited retarded swarming motility that suggested that different aspects of the cellular machinery for swarming motility may be impaired. In the case of *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10, effector mechanisms that turn cellular decisions for swarming motility into action may be significantly affected, which resulted in retarded swarming motility. On the other hand, the sensory and control mechanisms for swarming motility likely remained intact in *P. aeruginosa* PRD-10.
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